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Literaturefrom diversesourcessuchas public expenditureeconomics,
managementscience,geography, agriculture,and engineeringrevealsa wide range of decisionframeworksfor deriving flood mitigation strategies.
Thesedifferenttypesof decisionframeworksare reviewedin this paper.The aim is to
provide an understandingof theseframeworks,along with their relative adequaciesand inadequacies.
Suchan understanding
revealsthe directionsalongwhichthe formulationof a moreadequateframework
shouldproceed.However, the formulation of a given decisionframeworkis influencedby the typesof
economicbenefitsassociatedwith the flood mitigation measuresconsideredin that framework. Hence
the variousfloodmitigationmeasuresare reviewed,prior to the variousdecisionframeworks.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The objectiveof this paper is to review the wide range of
decision frameworks which are emvloved in the formulation

of

ted with certainty. Hence flood lossesare often assumedto be
a random variable with a given distribution.The mean of this
distribution, namely the expectedvalue of flood losses,is as-

flood m•t•gat•on strategies. Such a review warrants an under-

standingof the various flood mitigation measuresand their
economic significance.Hence the paper commenceswith a
review of the various flood mitigation measuresin section 2.
This is followed by a review of the various decisionframeworks in section3. The final sectiondealswith a comparative
evaluation

of these frameworks.

The commonly adopted measuresof flood mitigation are
classified into

structural

and

nonstructural

varieties.

This

classificationis shown in Figure 1. Similarly, the decision
frameworks could be classifiedinto those dealing with (1)
structural measuresalone, (2) nonstructural measuresalone,
and (3) structural and nonstructural measures.
A detailed classificationof theseframeworksis presentedin
Figure 2 (see section 3). This classificationenablesa comprehensivecomparison of the various decisionframeworks. Such
a comparisonbrings forth the relative adequaciesand inadequaciesof these frameworks and shedslight on how a more
adequateframework can be formulated.
2.

REVIEW OF FLOOD MITIGATION

MEASURES
_

ß

The basicaim perceivedby mostfloodplaincommunitiesis
to minimize flood lossesand therebymaximize the gains that
could accrue through utilization of the beneficial features of
floodplains.
Following Renshaw[1961], flood lossesmay be classified
into three categories.They are (1) direct income lossesinvolving damageto property on the flood plain; (2) indirect income
lossessuch as businessinterruptions,price rises,depletion of
inventories,and unemploymentof resources;and (3) intangible lossessuch as the costsof dislocationsin family life and
rehabilitation.At any one time, theselossescannotbe predicCopyright 1985 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 4W 1390.
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period.Thus the adoption of flood mitigation createsbenefits
by reducingthe expectedvalue of flood losses.
However, the floodplain residentsalso take the risk of incurring lossesother than those defined by the mean of the
distribution [Arnold, !975; Burton eta!., 1975; Disaster ResearchGroup, 1961; Kates, 1962; White, 1975]. Kaul [-1976],
Kaul and Willis [1975], and Lind [1967] describe the risk
taken by the floodplain residentsin terms of the dispersionof
lossesaround the mean. That is, risk taking is measuredby
the variance

of the distribution

of flood

losses. The

use of

varianceas a measureof risk taking is pervasivein the literature [Andersoneta!., 1977; Jamesand Lee, 1971; Kaul, 1976;

Markowitz,1952].On the otherhand,the useof variancefor
this purpose has been questioned [Tobin, 1958'[. However,
Markowitz [1959] demonstratesthat if either the utility function to be optimized is quadratic or the joint probability distribution of the uncertain event is multivariate normal, then
variance occursas an adequate measureof risk taking. Following the work of Arrow [1965] and Pratt [1964], the acceptablecondition for using varianceis only when the distribution function is multivariate normal; for example, also see
Bawa et al. [1979].
Despite difficultiesin measurement,risk taking is an explicit
cost, and that cost is hereinafter referred to as the "cost of risk

taking." Further, if the adoption of flood mitigation alters the
distribution of flood lossesto reduce the expectedvalue of
such losses,then the cost of risk taking is reduced as well
[Lind, 1967].
2.1.

Structural

Measures

The various structural measuresprevent inundation of the
floodplain in different ways. For example, reservoirsreduce
peak flows; levees and flood walls confine the flow within
predetermined channels; improvements to channels reduce
peak stages;and floodwayshelp divert excessflow. The engineering and hydraulic aspectsof structural measuresare dealt
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DAMS

flood lossesand the cost of risk taking. Such planning involves

RESERVOIRS

This analysis is often facilitated by the classificationof the
floodplain into various zonesbased on the frequencyand severity of flooding. In fact, in the literature [James and Lee,
1971; White, 1975] the term floodplain zoning is often used
interchangeably with floodplain land use planning. The
various land use options are defined by the location of eco-

an analysisof the variousland use optionson the floodplain.

STRUCTURAL

LEVEES

MEASURES

CHANNEL

FLOOD
MITIGATION

IMPROVEMENTS

nomicenterprises
in the variouszonesof thefloodplain.Some

FLOOD
WAYS

of these enterprisesmay be more vulnerable to flood losses
than others. The pattern of development derived from the
analysisof land useoptionsmay either(1) prohibitthesemore
EVACUATION
vulnerableenterprisesfrom the floodplain or (2) locatethem in
lesshazard prone zones.In the event of all land use options
NONSTRUCTURAL FLOOD
PLAINLAND
USE
being vulnerableto flood hazards,the pattern of development
MEASURES
may dictate the preservationof someor all zones(that is, the
FLOOD PROOFING
zonesto be left intact without any development).Hence floodplain land use planning performs the role of regulatingthe
FLOOD INSURANCE
pattern of developmenton the floodplain.
Fig. 1. Classificationof flood mitigationmeasures.
Brown [1972], Krutilla [1966], and Lind [1967] provide
argumentsagainstfloodplainland useplanning.For example,
with elsewhere [Chow, 1964; James and Lee, 1971; Jarvis, Lind [1967] states that the expected value of flood losses
1942; Linsley and Franzini, 1972]. Sufficeit to note that struc- which may be decreasedby zoning will be at the cost of
tural measures alter the streamflow of rivers and channels,
forgoing certain useswhich could earn greater expectednet
resulting in the reduction of the frequencyand severity of returns on the floodplain than elsewhere.On the other hand,
floods.This includesthe possibleprevention of the more fre- Kates [1962] and White [1964] indicate that some of those
quent smallerfloods which on many floodplainscausea large seekingemploymenton the floodplain either are ignorant of
proportion of flood losses[Chow, 1959; Lind, 1967]. Hence flood hazards or assure themselves of assistance from the state
MEASURES

FLOOD WARNING

structural measures alter the distribution

AND

function associated

with flood lossesto reduceboth the expectedvalue of flood
lossesand the cost of risk taking (that is, variance of flood
losses).
However, two features of structural measures need to be

noted.First, structuralmeasuresdo not providecompleteprotection againstflooding.They only reducethe expectedvalue
of flood lossesand cost of risk taking. Hence some residual
flood lossesand risk persistafter the adoption of structural
measures.

The second feature

is that structural

measures can often

in the event of a disaster.Ignorancecan be combatedby
education,and unwarrantedcharity by collectivewill. Strictly
speaking, education and public determination to resist the
meeting of private costs are also flood mitigation measures
[Kunreuther, 1976]. Contrarily, Brown [1972] and Lind
[1967] argue that even better, and less costly, might be a
program of mandatory flood insurance.However, difficulties
exist in implementingsuch a program [Jamesand Lee, 1971;
Koch, 1957; Neville, 1957]. A further case against zoning
stemsfrom (1) imperfectionsin knowledgethat zoning authoritiesmay have [Brown, 1972] and (2) scopefor inflexibility
and corruptioninherentin resourceallocationby regulation.
Implicit in the argumentsagainstfloodplainzoningis con-

create a false senseof security [Krutilla, 1966; White, 1964].
The belief that the probability of flooding has been reduced
could lead to an intensive developmentof the floodplain. cern about the denial of freedom of choice in land use. HowConsequently,the expectedvalue of flood lossesmay tend to
ever, the freedom of choice assumedto exist in a perfectly
increase.Such has often been the case, especiallyin urban competitiveeconomycoincideswith a parallel assumptionof
floodplains [Krutilla, 1966; U.S. Water ResourcesCouncil, perfect knowledge.If floodplain occupantsare ignorant of
1972; White, 1975]. Brown [1972] usesa simple conceptual flood hazards, then denial of freedom to use land in certain
frameworkpertainingto floodplaininvestmentto demonstrate zones is perhaps appropriate and may even promote the
(1) how high income-generatingenterpriseswill be attracted knowledgeof flood hazards. This would be particularly so
to the floodplain following the adoption of structural mea- where public educationis prohibitively expensiveor ineffecsures and (2) how consequentlythe expectedvalue of flood tual.
lossesand the costof risk taking will increase.
The way in which zoning and land usedecisionsare made is
The consensusamong severalauthors [Brown, 1972; James, important.If they could be derivedthroughprocedureswhich
1967; James and Lee, 1971; Lind, 1967; White, 1975] is that
incorporaterational economicreasoning,then floodplainland
the adoption of structural measuresalone could lead to sub- use planningcould contributeto the maximizationof public

optimaldevelopment
0f thefloodplain.
Therefore
theneedto
regulate floodplain developmentalong with the adoption of
structural measures is explicit. Such regulation may be
achieved through certain nonstructural measures such as
floodplain land useplanning.

welfare.

2.2.2. Flood insurance. Lind [1967] outlinesthe nature of
the economicbenefitscreated by flood insuranceas follows.
Assume that an insurance policy covers all economic losses
causedby floodsat a premiumequal to the expectedvalue of
flood losses.Within sucha context,floodplainoccupantsneed
2.2.
Nonstructural
Measures
to add this premiumto the cost of being on the floodplain.
2.2.1. Floodplainland use planning. Floodplain land use Hence the expectedvalue of flood lossesis the same either
planning involvesthe derivation of a pattern of development with or without such a flood insurancepolicy. Flood insuron the floodplain in order to reduce the expectedvalue of ance does not thereforecreate benefitsby reducingexpected
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of incentives for insurance firms to educate floodplain res

risk taking is eliminated. Hence in the absence of transaction

idents on matters such as flood losses and terms of insurance

costs, flood insurance creates benefits by removing the cost of

policies,

risk taking. However, in reality, there are transaction costs

of liberal disaster relief, and

associated with any insurance policy. Hence flood insurance

ments by private and public lending organizations that some

(2)

revision of federal government legislation in terms

(3) the introduction of require

will create a benefit only if the amount by which the premium

form of comprehensive disaster insurance is a condition for

exceeds the expected value of flood losses is less than the cost

issuing a mortgage.

of risk taking.

White [1975] and White and Rass [1975] indicate that de

Irish and Burton [1973] list the following advantages of
flood insurance: (1) making floodplain occupants aware of the
risks involved; (2) complementing structural measures by re
moving residual risks, (3) being relatively less costly than
structural measures, and (4) creating environmental advan
tages by not interfering with nature.

cisions pertaining to flood insurance could be made subse
quent to decisions on other measures. This is because the
adoption of measures other than flood insurance could reduce
the expected value of flood losses and the cost of risk taking
and so would warrant feasibly low insurance premiums.

2.2.3.

Flood warning systems.

If the occupants of a flood

Krutilla [1966] considers flood insurance to be a viable

plain can be warned of an imminent flood, then precautionary

alternative to structural measures because the net effect of

measures (such as evacuation and erection of temporary

flood control (structural measures) legislation in the United

damage reduction structures) can be adopted. This means that

States has been to increase flood damage potential even after

only a portion of the floodplain property is left exposed to

many millions of dollars were spent. (The flood damage poten

flood hazards. Consequently, the expected value of flood losses

tial increases because structural measures can induce a false

is reduced. Since efficient flood warning systems are capable of

sense of security, as shown in section 2.1.) Brown [1972] and
Krutilla [1966] provide further arguments in favor of flood

predicting any level of flooding (including those capable of

insurance as follows. When flood disasters take place, the

reduced.

causing catastrophic losses), the cost of risk taking is also

community at large steps in to help the disaster victims. Al

A flood warning system is an effective mitigation measure

though such community effort is charity, it is also a way of

because of the "flood to peak interval," that is, the time inter

spreading the flood risks. However, this spreading of risk is

val on the rising limb of a flood hydrograph between flood

inequitable because persons not affected by flooding also bear

stage and flood peak

the costs. Flood insurance restores this equity and enables

overflow and inundation. In this context,

[Chow, 1964]. Flood peak denotes bank
Scheaffer [1960] rec

ommends the following classification of floods on the basis of

fo
l odplain occupants to meet their own costs.

Lind [1967] notes certain difficulties in implementing a

flood to peak interval (FPI): type F floods, where FPI is less

flood insurance program. Most mutual insurance schemes are

than

based on the assumption that losses incurred by the insured

days; and type S floods, where FPI is greater than

1 day; type M floods, where FPI ranges from 1 to 3
3 days.

individuals are statistically independent. That is, all insured

The various precautionary measures floodplain occupants

individuals will not incur losses at the same time and hence

could adopt rely on two aspects of a flood warning system.

will not claim compensation at the same time. This, however,

First, the warning can be most useful if a flood prediction

is not the case with floodplain occupants. When inundated, all

includes not only the time of flooding but also the magnitude

policy holders in the floodplain will claim compensation at the

of flooding. Further, a priori reasoning suggests that the great

same time. Consequently, a situation could arise where the

er the predictive accuracy of flood warning, the greater the

claims exceed the pooled premium payments. Hence few insur

value of expected flood losses prevented and the less the cost

ance companies would accept such a risk. In order to avoid

of risk taking.

risks to insurance companies,

Brown [1972], Krutilla [1966],
Lind [1967] argue in favor of mandatory national flood
insurance. Lind [1967] further advocates government assist

system, namely the radius over which the warning could be

ance where government absorbs the loss incurred by insurance

radius of warning includes additional floodplain communities.

and

companies. In such a scheme the insurance industry has to

The second aspect is the scale of operation of the warning
received. The benefits to society increase if an expansion of the

2.2.4.

Flood proofing.

Scheaffer [1960] defines flood

insure against regionally specific losses with the central gov

proofing as a body of adjustments to structures and building

ernment. If not, the restoration of equity through flood insur

contents. These adjustments are designed to reduce flood

ance in terms of cost bearing becomes infeasible. However, the

damages and are classified into three categories, namely,

difficulties in enforcing mandatory insurance schemes

permanent measures which are not contingent on flood warn

[Foster,

(1)

1957; James and Lee, 1971; Koch, 1957; Neville, 1957] and the
unwillingness of governments to engage in such schemes [Ne
ville, 1957; U.S. Congress, 1966] tend to render flood insur
ance ineffective. In the context of such difficulties, James and
Lee [1971] argue that insurance premiums could be high

openings and sealing of walls to prevent seepage, and

enough to discourage any economic development on the

gency measures which are carried out during the flood, such

floodplain.

as the use of sand bags. Flood proofing reduces to some extent

On the other hand,

Kunreuther [1976] reveals that a non

mandatory flood insurance scheme has been unsuccessful in
the United States, despite a

90% subsidy from the federal

ing, such as choice of material less susceptible to flood damage
in the construction of buildings and construction of elevated
buildings,

(2) contingency measures which are implemented

after the receipt of warning such as closure of unnecessary

(3) emer

the expected value of flood losses and the cost of risk taking.
This review of the various flood mitigation measures reveals
that (1) the adoption of all flood mitigation measures, except

government. This is due to the lack of awareness by individ

flood insurance, creates economic benefits by reducing both

uals with respect to

(1) flood losses and their probability of

the expected value of flood losses and the cost of risk taking

occurrence and

(2) availability of insurance and the terms of a
Kunreuther [1976] suggests the following mea

and

policy. Hence

efits by reducing only the cost of risk taking. The maximiza

sures to enhance the adoption of flood insurance: (1) provision

tion of these economic benefits is the central objective un-

(2) the adoption of flood insurance creates economic ben
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Fig. 2. Overview of decision•ameworks for flood mitigation strategies.

derlying the strategiesinvolving the adoption of flood mitigation measures.Such strategiesare derived through various
decision

frameworks

as revealed

in the literature.

These de-

3.1. DecisionFrameworksDealing With
Structural

Measures

Alone

The major decision variables encounteredin these frameworks are thosepertainingto designand managementaspects
of structural measures.The design aspectsinclude variables
3. REVIEW OF THE VARIOUS DECISION
such as the capacity of reservoirsand the height of levees.
FRAMEWORKS USED IN THE DERIVATION
Managementaspectsincludevariablessuchas timing of reserOF FLOOD MITIGATION STRATEGIES
voir inflow discharge.
The formulation of a flood mitigation policy will involve the
The various decision frameworks dealing with structural
eliditation
ofoptimal
quantities
ofthevarious
floodmitigation measuresmay be classifiedinto two broad groups, namely
measures, namely optimal capacities of reservoirs and thosedealing with the minimization of (1) the expectedvalue
channels,optimal patterns of land use, optimal magnitude of of flood lossesand (2) the expectedvalue of flood lossesalong
flood insurancepremiums,and optimal investmentsin flood with the costof risk taking.
warning systemsand flood proofing. A decisionframework
Althoughstructuralmeasuresinevitablyreduceboth the expermits suchelicitation.
pected value of flood lossesand the cost of risk taking, the
The classification,shown in Figure 2, is basedon the con- above distinctiondependson whetherthe minimization of the
siderationgiven in the frameworksto (1) the types of flood cost of risk taking is explicitly stated as an objective in the
mitigation measures,(2) the nature of the economicbenefits decision framework.
created by the measures,and (3) the techniquesof analysis
3.1.1. Decisionframeworks for structural measures:miniemployed. The review of frameworks follows this classifi- mization of expectedvalue of flood lossesalone. The explicit
cation.
objective of these frameworksis to chooselevels of design
cision frameworks

are reviewed in the next section.
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and/or management variables to minimize the expected total
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tions. Linear programming identifies an optimal strategy by

costs of flood mitigation. In this context the expected total

selecting the best combination of activities. The suitability of

costs consist of three components: costs of constructing struc

linear programming has been well explored in relation to res

Colomi and Fronza [1976]

tural measures, operating costs, and the expected value of

ervoir design and management.

fo
l od losses.

provide the following reasoning for the suitability of linear

This class of decision frameworks could be subdivided into

programming. The typical constraints of any reservoir prob

four groups on the basis of the analytical technique employed,

lem are the continuity equation and a number of restrictions

(1) discrete enumeration of costs and
benefits, (2) classical optimization, (3) linear programming and
related techniques, and (4) dynamic programming.
Decision frameworks based on discrete enumeration of costs
and benefits: The simplest application of this framework is to
namely those based on

compute expected total costs in relation to discrete prespeci
fied values of the decision variables. The values of the decision
variables which coincide with the lowest total expected costs

on the range of values that variables such as storage and
outflow could take. (For a detailed description of these con
straints, see

Chow [1964].) The linear nature of these con

straints may account for a relatively large amount of linear
programming applications [Castle, 1961; Dorfman, 1961; Lee
1958; Maass and Hufschmidt, 1959; Maass et al., 1962; Masse,
1962; Masse and Gibrat, 1957; McKean, 1958; Windsor,
1973].

are chosen. An extension of this procedure is the computation

However, the basic assumptions of linear programming,

of benefits and costs in relation to prespecified design and

namely linearity, continuity, convexity, and additivity, could

management strategies. The most efficient strategy is chosen
on the basis of criteria such as net present value, benefit-cost

restrict economic and engineering analysis [Heady and Can
dler, 1958; Windsor, 1975]. Some extensions of linear pro

ratio, and internal rate of return. Applications of such a frame

gramming which involve the relaxation of these restrictions

Dasgupta and Pearce [1973], Eckstein
[1958], and the u.s. Army Corps of Engineers [1967]. The
framework is illustrated using hypothetical examples by James
and Lee [1971] and Linsley and Franzini [1972].

work are reported by

The major deficiency of this framework is that it is based on

have been applied to the derivation of flood mitigation strate
gies. Separable programming accommodates various nonlin
earities, and its applicability to reservoir decisions has been
demonstrated by

Dorfman [1962]. Integer programming per

mits the inclusion of nondivisibilities, and its application to

the evaluation of only a limited number of design and/or man

optimal reservoir design and management has been demon

agement options. Hence the efficient strategy identified in such

strated by

an evaluation may often not coincide with the true optimum

Windsor [1975].
Decision frameworks based on dynamic programming:

An

of either a cost function or a net benefit function. In view of

optimal sequence of decisions is usually needed in the event of

the availability of frameworks (to be reviewed subsequently)

intertemporal planning over the various flood plain reaches.

capable of evaluating an infinite set of design and/or manage

Dynamic programming identifies such an optimal sequence of

ment options, discrete enumeration is useful only as a rough

decisions.

guide.

Expected benefits or flood losses are optimized, in terms of

Decision frameworks based on classical optimization:

These

the decision variables, subject to a set of constraints. Often

frameworks overcome the deficiency of discrete enumeration

these constraints operate as state variables. That is, the values

because a function is optimized. A framework which permits

that decision variables (design and management options)

the choice of an optimal extension to existing heights of dikes

could take are conditioned by the values ta�en by the state

van Dantzig [1956]. Because the objec

variables. These state variables also serve as linkages between

tive function to be minimized, (namely expected total costs) is

succesive time periods and/or floodplain reaches. The nature

unconstrained, the framework merely involves equating the

of the state variables could depend on the particular structural

(levees) is provided by

first derivatives of the objective function to zero. However, the

measures. In the context of reservoir decisions, the state vari

choice of an optimal decision depends on the algebraic nature

ables are often initial storage, reservoir inflows, and down

of the objective function and could be difficult in the event of

stream discharge or stage. Apart from the virtues of identify
ing an optimal sequence of decisions, the attractiveness of

multiple optima.
In the presence of constraints, the framework needs further

dynamic programming is augmented by the fact that ad

adaptation. If the constraints are equalities, Lagrangian multi

ditional hypotheses concerning the form of the objective func

pliers need to be adopted. On the other hand, if the con

tion are not required, as opposed to, for example, the convex

[Hadley,
1968] need to be observed. Hughes [1971] demonstrates the

ity assumptions required to linearize separable programs

straints are inequalities, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions

[Dorfman, 1962].

use of Lagrangian multipliers in reservoir design and ex

Applications of dynamic programming which minimize the

pansion decisions. However, the use of Lagrangian multipliers

expected value of flood losses to reveal optimal reservoir de

and Kuhn-Tucker conditions becomes less appealing with

cisions are given by

complex problems of even moderate dimensionality. This is

Burton et al. [1963], Hall and Buras
[1961], Hall et al. [1968], and Lucke [1976]. The various

due to the problem of defining and applying the conditions

dynamic programming models developed to analyze irrigation

[McMillan, 1975; Wilde and

[Dudley, 1972; Dudley and Burt,
1972; Dudley et al., 1971a, b, 1972; Hall and Howell, 1963]

required for the extremum

Beightler, 1967].
Decision frameworks based on linear programming and relat
ed techniques: The regular linear programming model may
be used in the choice of an optimal strategy for structural

and water supply decisions

could also be adapted to provide flood mitigation decisions.
The major difficulty with the application of dynamic pro

measure as follows. The various design and management op

Klemes
[1977] states, the dimensionality of the solution procedure

tions represent the activities. The linear constraints are con

rapidly increases when the interval between values of the state

gramming is the "curse of dimensionality." That is, as

junctive constraints on combinations of design and manage

variables decreases and/or the number of state variables in

ment options. The constraints implicitly define an infinite set

creases.

of alternative combinations of design and management op-

3.1.2.

Decision frameworks for structural measures: mini-
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reaching reservoir decisions. However, as Askew [1974d]
pointsout, althoughsimulationand searchare of great value
owing to their simplicity and flexibility, the guaranteeof a
global optimum is absent.
frameworks considered here do not address such a definition
Decisionframeworks based on stochasticdynamicprogramof the cost of risk taking directly. The treatment, however, is ming: The distinguishingattribute of theseframeworksis the
indirect through the incorporationof a constraintwhich deals incorporation of system reliability as a state variable. The
with the probability that the structuralmeasurewill fail. Such relationshipbetweensystemreliability and decisionvariables
constraints are often referred to as reliability constraints or is describedas either a continuousor a large number of dischanceconstraints.The decisionframeworksof this type may creteintervalsin the relationship.Hence the needto determine
the reliability of the system a priori does not exist. Further,
be describedas taking the following form:
the inclusion of reliability as a state varible restrictsthe deminimize expectedtotal costs= (costsof construction)
cision variablesto a given range of values.The framework is
+ (operatingcosts)+ (expectedvalue of flood losses) useful in the context of time-sequenceddecisionswhere reliability of structural measuresmay decreaseover time. It is
subjectto the various resourceand technicalconstraints,and also usefulfor a sequenceof spatial decisionswhereupstream
decisionscould affect the reliability of structuresdownstream.
constraintson the probability of systemfailure.
Although some of the frameworksof this nature [Askew, Askew [1974b] describessuch dynamic programs as chance1974a, b] have been developedin the context of water supply constraineddynamic programs and demonstratestheir applidecisions,they appear to be adaptableto the context of flood cation to reservoir decisions.In this application the return
function includesa penalty cost for a given level of probable
mitigation.
The various frameworks of this category may be further failure. Nevertheless,owing to the curseof dimensionality,a
divided into three broad groups, namely those based on (1) global optimumis restrictdwithin suchframeworksas well.
stochasticlinear programming,(2) simulationand search,and
The major drawback with all the frameworksdiscussedin
this section is that structural measures are considered in iso(3) stochasticdynamicprogramming.
Decision frameworks based on stochastic linear program- lation. As has been demonstratedin section2.1, the expected
ming: These frameworks follow the logic of chance- value of flood lossesmay increasein the event of implementconstrained linear programming developed by Charnes and ing structuralmeasuresalone.Hence the singularoptimization
Cooper[1963]. The designand managementoptionsof struc- of structural measuresmay not yield a social optimum even
tural measures(reservoirs)are describedas a linear system, when the floodplain is regarded as an independenteconomic
and the probability of systemfailure is a chanceor reliability entity; that is, within a contextof partial equilibrium.
constraint. Optimal levels of designand managementoptions
3.2. DecisionFrameworksfor NonstructuralMeasuresAlone
are derivedfor a given value of reliability.
Applicationsof this framework in relation to reservoirdeThe variousdecisionframeworksdealing with nonstructural
cisionsare reportedby Eisel [1972], Houck and Cohon[1978], measuresmay be classifiedas those dealing with the miniNayak and Arora [1971], ReVelle et al. [1969], and Young mization of (1) the expectedvalue of flood lossesalone,(2) the
[1972]. However, as noted by Askew [1974b] and Colorni and cost of risk taking alone, and (3) the expectedvalue of flood
Fronza [1976], a major deficiencyof theseframeworksis that lossesand the cost of risk taking together.The basisfor sucha
the reliability of the system(or probability of failure) is deter- classification is similar to the one mentioned above in relation
mined a priori. If the reliability of the systemis to be included to the frameworks dealing exclusively with structural meaas an extra decision variable, then the levels of reliability as- sures.Although all nonstructural measures,other than flood
sociatedwith various levels of design and managementop- insurance,are capableof reducingboth the expectedvalue of
tions may also be derived.Thus the best choiceof risk along flood lossesand the costof risk taking, the aboveclassification
with optimal designand managementdecisionsis feasible.Col- is basedon whetheror not the decisionframeworksexplicitly
orni and Fronza [1976] achievethis end by adoptingan exten- accountfor the expectedvalue of flood lossesand/or the cost
sion of stochasticlinear programming,namely reliability proof risk taking.
3.2.1. Decisionframeworksfor nonstructuralmeasures:minigrammingdevelopedby $engupta[1972]. However,all frameworks based on linear programminglose their appeal when mization of only the expectedvalue of flood losses. The dethe design and management options of structural measures cisionframeworksof this categoryare usedto formulate stratcannot be describedas a linear system.
egiesin termsof floodplain land use,flood warning,and flood
Decisionframeworksbasedon simulationand search: These proofing.The objectivefunction of theseframeworksis either
frameworksbecomea usefulalternative when the designand to minimize the expectedvalue of flood lossesor to maximize
managementoptions of structuralmeasuresare describedas a the expectednet returns. The frameworks do not accountfor
nonlinear system.Constraintspertaining to the failure of the any propertiesof the distributionother than the mean.
The decisionframeworksof this categorycould be further
systemlimit the range of values the decisionvariable could
take.
classifiedinto three broad groups,namely those basedon (1)
Yeh et al. [1970] demonstratethe operation of a mathemat- discreteenumerationof costsand benefits,(2) linear programical program in conjunction with synthetic hydrology tech- ming or related techniques,and (3) other operationsresearch
niques. That is, a mathematical program depicting various techniques.
designand managementoptionsis run in correspondence
with
Decisionframeworks based on discrete enumerationof costs
a set of generatedreservoir inflows. Hence the procedureen- and benefits: These frameworks are used to evaluate the ecoablesthe derivation of a pattern of optimal decisions.Askewet nomic efficiencyof either a singlenonstructuralstrategyor a
al. [1971] demonstratethe use of Monte Carlo techniquesin discreteset of strategies.The evaluation of the former involves
mizationof the expectedvalueoffiood lossesand the costof risk
taking. In section 2 the cost of risk taking was defined in
terms of the dispersion of flood losses around the mean,
namely the variance of flood losses.The various decision
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Flood insurance is

absolute desirability while the latter involves relative desir

mization of the cost of risk taking alone.

ability. As indicated before (section 3.1.1), the evaluation of

the only flood mitigation measure capable of reducing the cost

economic efficiency rests on the computation of criteria such
as

net present value, benefit-cost ratio, and internal rate of

return.

Scheaffer [1960] demonstrates the use of benefit-cost ratios

of risk taking exclusively. Hence the frameworks of this cat
egory consider only flood insurance.
Most of the literature on flood insurance [Brown, 1972;
James and Lee, 1971; Krutilla, 1966; Lind, 1967] tends to be

for various flood proofing decisions in urban floodplain com

conceptual, indicating the relative advantages of flood insur

munities. Day et al. [1969] establish the basis for estimating

ance over other measures of flood mitigation. Only a few at

net benefits from a given set of flood warning dissemination

tempts [Karlinger and Attanasi, 1980; Loughlin, 1971; Schaake

programs. Heatherwick and Quinnel [1976] estimate benefit

and Fiering, 1967] appear to be reported where a decision

cost ratios of flood warning systems for urban communities on

framework is utilized to derive an optimal insurance strategy.

the Brisbane river floodplain. Baker [1962] demonstrates the

Of these, one considers flood insurance in conjunction with

use of benefit-cost ratios in deriving efficient floodplain land
use decisions. The deficiencies of such frameworks have been
already mentioned in section 3.1.1.

Decision frameworks based on linear programming and relat
ed techniques: Day [1969] was the first to demonstrate the
use of operations research in floodplain land use planning. His
framework permits not only the derivation of optimal land use

structural measures [Loughlin, 1971] and is hence discussed
subsequently in section 3.3.

Schaake and Fiering [1967] demonstrate a decision frame
work based on simulation where an optimal strategy is sought
for a national flood insurance scheme. The optimal strategy
dictates optimal magnitudes of variables such as premium
rates, discount coefficients, and initial capitalized values. The

decisions but also optimal flood proofing decisions. The activi

simulation involves the following sequence of events, namely

ties are represented by various land uses under different com

synthesis of flood flows, estimation of damages caused by such

binations of land type, geographic location, site elevation, and

flows, translation of damages into claims, compensation of

flood proofing. The framework seeks to maximize a stream of

floodplain losses, collection of insurance premiums by the

expected economic rents subject to various land resource and

state from the insurance industry, and the compensation of

population constraints. The recursive nature of the framework

losses borne by the insurance industry. Thus this framework

permits the derivation of optimal decisions, spatially and in

incorporates the need for government assistance in the event

tertemporally. Day [1970, 1973] also reports empirical appli

of the insurance industry incurring a loss. It also indicates the

cations of this framework. A similar application of recursive

scope for developing other frameworks in the context of flood

linear programming, reported by Smiarowski et al. [1974], dif

insurance. For example, dynamic programming frameworks

fers slightly from the previous ones by Day [1970, 1973] be
cause, in addition to the usual constraints, political and legal
constraints are also included.
Linear programming frameworks of this nature become re
strictive when the relationships between the various land use
and other options are nonlinear. However, the validity of the
linearity assumption in the context of land use decisions has
been supported by Day [1973] and Hardaker [1975].

Bialas and Loucks [1978] provide a de.cision framework for
floodplain land use planning based on quadratic program
ming. The objective function maximizes the difference between

may be adopted to derive optimal premium rates, in an inter
temporal sense.

Karlinger and Attanasi [1980] also develop a computer sim
ulation model to determine the effects of alternative sources of
uncertainty on the willingness to pay for flood insurance. Two
types of flood insurance schemes, namely a coinsurance
scheme and a fixed coverage scheme, were evaluated. This
evaluation is based on the response of the purchasers of flood
insurance to flood risks. Such response is monitored in terms
of the purchasers' willingness to pay for flood insurance arid
follows the authors' earlier work [Attanasi and Karlinger,

expected economic rent and the sum of expected flood losses

1979]. The flood risks were simulated by assuming that floods

and the cost of relocation. The constraints are of two types,

are lognormally distributed, and the estimation of willingness

namely definitional and operational. The definitional con
straints include legislation such as zoning laws, and the oper
ational constraints are the usual resource endowments.
The incorporation of zoning laws as constraints in some of
the above frameworks [Bialas and Loucks, 1978; Smiarowski et
al. 1974] is perhaps restrictive. This is because it might be
desirable for the framework to generate guidelines for such

to pay was based on a consumer decision model. The analysis
of such consumer behavior could provide guidelines for the
formulation of an insurance strategy.

3.2.3. Decision frameworks for nonstructural measures: mini
mization of the expected value of flood losses and cost of risk
taking. The frameworks discussed in this category account
for the mean as well as the variance of the distribution of

zoning laws rather than incorporate zoning laws determined a

flood losses. The variance is considered as a proxy for the cost

priori.

of risk taking. The frameworks of this type reported in the

Decision frameworks based on other operations research tech
niques: Brown [1972] and Brown et al. [1972] demonstrate a

those based on (1) discrete enumeration of costs and benefits

framework based on replacement theory to choose a set of
land use decisions which maximize expected economic rent.

literatlire may be classified into two broad groups, namely
and (2) quadratic programming and related procedures.

The framework also permits the elicitation of an optimal re

Decision frameworks based on discrete enumeration of costs
and benefits: Willis and Alkiku [1974] present a framework

placement strategy for floodplain capital which deteriorates

for estimating means and variances of net benefits from a

rapidly (in relation to elsewhere) because of floods. However,

discrete set of flood proofing decisions. The objective function

the framework is theoretical and lacks empirical content. On

may be stated as

the other hand, this framework for optimal replacement of
floodplain capital may be incorporated into an overall analy
sis of land use decisions based on mathematical programming.

3.2.2.

Decision frameworks for nonstructural measures: mini-

maximize W

=

b1E

-

b2 V

where W is a measure of net benefits, E is e xpected net bene
fits, V is variance of net benefits, and b1 and b2 are weights
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which transform expectedvalue and variance to the same dimension.(The role of weightsin performingsuchtransformations is describedby Andersonet al. [1977], MacCrirnrnon
[1974], and Sindenand Worrell [1979].) The framework permits the elicitation of an E-V boundary,namely the trade-off
function between expected net benefits and variance of net

taking. Again, the basis for such a classificationis whether or
not the expectedvalue of flood losesand/or the cost of risk
taking are explicitly statedin the framework.
3.3.1. Decisionframeworks for both structural and nonstructuralmeasures:minimizationof only the expectedvalue of
flood losses. These frameworksmay be further classifiedinto
benefits.Choiceof an optimal strategyis possibleonly if the three categories,namely those based on (1) discreteenumerfloodplaincommunity'sindifferencebetweenexpectednet ben- ation of costsand benefits,(2) linear programmingand related
efits and variance of net benefits is known.
techniques,and (3) dynamicprogramming.
However, the same limitations of discrete enumeration menDecisionframeworks basedon discreteenumerationof costs
tioned earlier also apply here,namelythat the frameworkper- and benefits: As indicated before (sections3.2.1, 3.2.2, and
mits evaluationof only a limited number of flood proofing 3.2.3),theseframeworkspermit the selectionof either a single
alternatives.Besidesthat, an implicit assumption,which may strategy or a set of strategiesfrom a group of prespecified
not always hold, is that the benefits and costs are related strategiesthrough an evaluationof economicefficiency.
linearly to variouslevelsof flood proofing.
James[1965] demonstratesa frameworkwhich permitsthe
Decisionframeworks based on quadratic programmingand choice of a strategy on the basis of minimum expectedtotal
related procedures: Kaul [1976] and Kaul and Willis [1975]
cost.The componentsof this total cost are flood damage,cost
demonstratea quadratic programming framework for flood- of structuralmeasures,cost of flood damage,cost of structural
plain land usestrategies.The objectivefunctionis as follows:
measures,cost of flood proofing, and cost of land use planning. The procedureinvolvesa systematiccomparisonof total
maximize(expectedrent from land use)- ;• (varianceof rent)
costs for a number

where ;• is a risk aversionfactor or a weight which transforms
the varianceterm to the samedimensionas expectedrent. For
example,see Andersonet al. [1977], Arrow [1965], and Pratt
[1964] for a detailed descriptionof the concept of risk aversion. This appearsto be an extensionof Day's [1973] framework in the sensethat activitiesare representedby various
land usesunder differentcombinationsof land type, geographic location,and flood proofing.Parametricvariation of • permits the elicitationof the trade-offfunctionbetweenexpected
rent and varianceof rent. If the floodplaincommunity'smeasure of risk aversion is known, then the optimal land use
strategyis definedby a singlepoint on the trade-off function.
A major difficultyof the aboveand all quadraticprogramming frameworks concerns the derivation of a variance-

of discrete

combinations

of flood

miti-

gation alternatives.Hence the framework is restrictivebecause
only a limited number of alternativescan be evaluated.However, subsequentframeworks by James [1967] and Rachford
[1966], also involving the minimization of total costs,permit
the evaluation of a large number of alternativesdue to the
incorporationof digital computerprograms.Nevertheless,the
framework is inadequate,becausea strategydepictingminimum total costsneed not necessarilycoincidewith that depicting maximum net benefits.
Whipple[1969] attemptsto selectstrategieswhich combine
zoning with structural measures.The aim is to maximize net

benefitsby choosinga strategy which depicts the largest
benefit-cost ratio. A similar framework

is also demonstrated

by Brownhallet al. [1976] and Folie et al. [1976]. As indicated
covariance matrix as a measure of risk. A further framework
before, the major deficiencywith such a framework is that
developedby Hazell [1971] is a linear approximationto qua- alternativestrategiesneedto be prespecified.
Decisionframeworksbasedon linearprogramming: Day and
dratic programmingand confinesthe measureof risk to absolute deviationsof returns (or costs).The application of such Weisz [1976] and Weisz and Day [1974] demonstratethe use
stochasticlinear programs has been demonstatedfor causesof of a linear programmingframeworkwhich incorporatesstrucrisk other than floods(see,for example,Andersonet al. [1977], tural measureswith floodplainland useoptions.However, the
Hardaker and Troncoso[1979], Hazell and Scandizzo[1974], objectivefunction of the linear program contains only the
and Wicks and Guise [1978]). These frameworks could be benefitsof land use decisionsand not decisionspertainingto
readily adaptedto identifyoptimal floodplainland usestrate- structuralmeasures,resultingin a linear programmingframegies.
work of the type suggestedby Day [1969, 1970, 1973], disHowever, an inadequacyin all theseframeworksis that the cussedearlier in section3.2.1.This frameworkgeneratesoptiphysicalinterrelationshipsbetweenthe various reachesof the mal land use decisionsfor a set of preselecteddecisionson
floodplain are not accountedfor. The quantificationand in- structural measures.Hence, despitethe evaluation of an inficorporation of such interrelationshipsis important because nite set of land use options,a global optimum is not guaranupstreamdecisionsmay affect downstreamdecisionsand vice teed,becauseonly a limited number of structuraloptionsare
versa[Chow, 1959, 1964; Linsleyet al., 1949].
considered.Thus the frameworkdegenerates
to a form of disThe major deficiencyof all frameworksconsideredin this crete enumeration.
section is the omission of structural measures. If structural and
However,the difficultiesinvolvedin incorporatingstructurnonstructural
measures are considered as alternatives to one
al and land use measuresinto a linear programmingframeanother, then a framework dealing with both thesetypes of work need to be appreciated.While the relationshipbetween
measuresis capable of promoting better resourceallocation benefitsand various land use decisionsmay be linear, that
decisionsthan thosediscussed
in this and the previoussection. between benefits and various structural decisionsmay approach a high degree of nonlinearity [Askew, 1974a; Ball et
3.3. DecisionFrameworksfor Both Structural
al., 1978]. In such an event, structural measuresand land use
and Nonstructural
Measures
decisionscannot be jointly considered,without an algorithm
The various decisionframeworksof this category may be capableof solvinghighly nonlinearproblems.Suchalgorithms
classifiedinto two further categories,namely those involving are not readilyavailable.
the minimization of (1) only the expectedvalue of flood losses
Decisionframeworks based on dynamicprogramming: Aland (2) the expectedvalue of flood lossesand the cost of risk though dynamic programming overcomes,to some extent, the
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problem of nonlinearity involved in accommodating both

the frameworks for independent reaches, the hydrologic re

structural and nonstructural measures, the framework report

lationships between reaches are ignored, but in the frame

ed here does not explicitly account for structural measures.

works for interdependent reaches, these relationships are ac

Hopkins et al. [1978] demonstrate a framework based on dy

knowledged. In the case of independence, a two-stage sto

namic programming that finds the optimal allocation of flood-

chastic program is constructed for each reach. The first stage

, plain land to various uses in various reaches. An attractive
feature of this framework is that the hydrologic interrelation, s hips between the various reaches are accounted for. The opti

tural methods is optimized. The second stage is a linearly

mal land use strategy implicitly defines a strategy for structur

returns from land use and the cost of risk taking are opti

al measures. This is because the decision variable in a given

mized. The second-stage model follows the formulation by

is a geometric programming model where investment in struc
approximated quadratic programming model where expected

reach is revenue from land use and the state variable is either

Hazell [1971] and is contingent on the solution from the first

the volume or stage of river flow into the reach. Thus the

stage model.

optimal pattern of land use is reconcilable with given values of

In the context of interdependence between reaches, interde

the state variable (volume or stage of flow) in the various

pendence functions are incorporated as constraints into the

reaches. Hence the strategy for structural measures would be

first-stage model. Any array of solutions is derived for each

to mitigate the volume (or stage) of flow associated with the

reach by parameterizing the appropriate

optimal pattern of land use. However, the return function does

function. These solutions are then used as inputs to a dynamic

interdependence

not account for the cost of structural measures, and hence the

programing framework to derive an optimal sequence of

framework does not guarantee a global optimum. In a subse

structural and nonstructural decisions. Although the frame

al.

works are appealing, they rest on a set of restrictive assump

[1981] overcome this inadequacy by explicitly incorporating

tions such as definition of floods in terms of flood heights

quent

dynamic programming

framework,

Hopkins et

alone, a "one-way" relationship between structural measures

the costs of the structural alternatives.
Decision frameworks for structural and nonstructural

and land use (that is, structural measures influence land use

measures: minimization of the expected value of.flood losses and

decisions and not the reverse), and linear relationships be

3.3.2.

the cost of risk taking.

Three frameworks within this category

tween flood heights and flood losses.

appear in the literature. The first two [Aislabie, 1976; Lough

4.

lin, 1970, 1971] consider flood mitigation strategies involving

IMPLICATIONS OF THE REVIEW

structural measures and flood insurance, while the third

A condensed and comparative description of the frame

[Thampapillai, 1980a, b] considers flood mitigation strategies

works reviewed in section 3 is provided in Table 1. This com

involving structural measures and floodplain land use. Lough

parison reveals the inadequacies contained in these frame

lin's [1970, 1971] framework belongs to the category of dis

works. However, the comparison, along with the review of

crete enumeration of costs and benefits, and Aislabie's [1976]

flood mitigation measures in section 2, indicates the directions

framework can be classified as classical optimization. Thampa

in which the formulation of a more adequate framework may

pillai's [1980a, b] framework is based on linear and nonlinear

proceed. These two outcomes of the review, namely the inad

mathematical programming.

equacies of frameworks reported in the literature and the di

Decision framework based on discrete enumeration of costs
and benefits:

Loughlin [1970, 1971] demonstrates a cost

sharing framework which indicates the reduction that would
occur in insurance premiums if the floodplain occupants con

rections for the formulation of a more adequate framework,
are discussed below.
4.1.

Inadequacies of the Frameworks

tribute toward structural measures. This reduction in prem

Frameworks dealing with only structural measures are in

iums is proportional to the increased benefits caused by struc

adequate because they ignore nonstructural measures. Simi

tural measures. Because the reduction in premiums is com

larly, those dealing with only nonstructural measures are inad

puted for contributions made to given preselected strategies of

equate because they ignore structural measures. Since struc

structural measures, an optimal mix of insurance and structur

tural and nonstructural measures can be alternatives to each

al measures may not be attained.
Decision framework based on classical optimization:

other, the exclusive consideration of one type of measure gen
Aisla

erally cannot improve the allocation of floodplain resources.

bie [1976] also demonstrates a conceptual framework for

Besides, these inadequacies are aggravated by problems as

floodplain occupants (microunits). The framework maximizes

sociated with specific frameworks, as shown in Table 1. Hence

a profit function where insurance and structural measures are

for optimal decisions, frameworks which incorporate both

determined. The optimal decision rule is that structural mea

structural and non structural measures appear desirable. How

sures should be substituted for flood insurance until the cost

ever, as shown in section 3.3, such frameworks also possess

of premiums saved from a marginal investment in structural

inadequacies. Thus an important implication of the review is

measures equals the cost of those measures. However, empiri

the need to develop future frameworks are free of at least

cal applications of such frameworks could entail problems

some of the inadequacies mentioned above.

because defining and applying the conditions required for an
extremum could be difficult, even with problems of moderate
dimensionality [McMillan, 1975]. The framework is perhaps

4.2.

Directions in Which Formulation of More Adequate

Frameworks May Proceed

empirically applicable if the dimension of the problem reduces

Such directions can be examined by considering first the

to two decision variables. Such frameworks then tend to be

implications of the review of flood mitigation measures. These

unrealistically simple.

implications are important because the nature of formulation

Decision frameworks based on linear and nonlinear program
ming:

Thampapillai [1980a, b] demonstrates frameworks for

of decision frameworks depends on the type of flood miti
gation measures considered in that framework.

independent and interdependent floodplain reaches. The dis

The review in section 2 reveals that the analysis of flood

tinction between the two sets of frameworks is as follows. In

insurance decisions may be considered as a step subsequent to
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TABLE 1. Comparisonof DecisionFrameworksUsed in the Derivation of Flood Mitigation Strategies
Potentials

of the Framework

Objective of the
Framework

Minimize only
expectedvalue
of flood losses
in relation to

Type of Framework

(1) Discrete
enumeration
costs and
benefits

of

design and/or

Type of Problem Solved

FrameworkDealing With Only StructuralMeasures
Making choiceswithin
Relativesuperiority
a given set of preof one or more
specifiedstructural
strategieson design
and/or management by
strategies
economicefficiency
criteria

management

options in
strategies
pertaining to

Type of Solution Given

Making choicesfrom

(2) Classical
optimization

an infinite

set of

structural strategies
definedby a mathe-

structural

matical

measures

(3) Linear
programming

One optimal strategy
on designand/or
management

an infinite set of

structural strategies
from a set descrip-

May not provide global
optimum. Does not
account

for cost of

risk taking and
nonstructural
measures.

Not applicable to
complex problems.Does
not account
nonstructural

One optimal strategy
on designand/or
management

Problems

assumptionsof linear
programmingand related
procedures.Does not

risk taking and nonstructural

Making choiceswithin
an infinite

set of

structural strategies
from a set description, where relationshipsneed not be

measures.

due to basic

account for cost of

tion, where relationshipsare linear

(4) Dynamic
programming

for cost

of risk taking and

function

Making choiceswithin

Problems Associated With
the Framework

One optimal strategy
on designand/or
management

measures.

May not provide global
optimum owing to curse
of dimensionality.Does
not account for cost

of risk takingand
nonstructural

measures.

linear
Minimize

Making choiceswithin

(1) Stochastic

expectedvalue

linear

an infinite

set of

of flood losses
and cost of

programming

structural strategies
from a set descrip-

design and/or

tion, where relationshipsare linear and
cost of risk taking

management

is determined

risk taking in
relation

to

options in
strategies
pertaining to

(2) Reliability
programming

structural

a priori
Making choiceswithin an
infinite

set of

structural strategies
from a set description, where relationshipsare linear but
cost of risk taking

measures

One optimal strategy on
designand/or
management

Problems

due to basic

assumptionsof linear
programming.A priori
determination

of the

cost of risk taking.
Does not account for
nonstructural
measures.

One optimal strategy
on designand/or
managementand risk

Problems

due to basic

assumptionsof linear
programming.Does not
account for nonstructural measures.

is an extra decision
variable

Making choiceswithin

(3) Simulation

an infinite

and search

set of

structural strategies
from a set description,
where relationships
may be nonlinear

One optimal strategy
on designand/or
managementand sometimes risk

Global optimum is not
guaranteed.Does not
account

structural

for non-

measures.

and cost of risk

taking may be an extra
decision variable

(4) Stochastic
dynamic
programming

Making choiceswithin
an infinite set of

structural strategies
from a set descrip-

One optimal strategy
designand/or
managementand
sometimes risk

tion where relation-

May not provideglobal
optimum owing to curse
of dimensionality.Does
not account for nonstructural measures.

shipsmay be nonlinear
and cost of risk

taking may be an
extra decision variable

Minimize only
expectedvalue
of flood losses
in relation to
decisions on

floodplain land
use and/or flood

(1) Discrete
enumeration
costs and
benefits

of

FrameworkDealing With Only NonstructuralMeasures
Making choicewithin a
Relativesuperiority
given set of preof one or more
specifiednonstrucStrategieson flood
tural strategies
proofingand/or flood
warning and/or floodplain land use

May not provide global
optimum. Does not
account for cost of

risk taking, other
mitigation measures,
and relationship
between reaches.
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TABLE

1. (continued)

Potentials

of the Framework

Objective of the
Framework

Type of Framework

warning and/or
flood proofing

Type of Problem Solved

Type of Solution Given

FrameworkDealing With Only NonstructuralMeasures(continued)
(2) Linear
Making choiceswithin
One optimal strategyon
programming
an infinite set of
pattern of land
and related
nonstructural(land
use(spatial and
techniques
use)strategiesfrom
intertemporal)
a set description

Problems Associated
the Framework

Problems

Maing choiceswithin a
given set of nonstructural(land use
and capital replacement) strategies

Relativesuperiority
of one strategyon
land use and capital
replacement(spatial
and intertemporal)

With

due to basic

assumptionsof linear
programming. Does not
account for cost of

risk taking, other
mitigation measures,
and relationship
between

(3) Replacement
theory
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reaches.

May not provide global
optimum. Does not account for cost of risk

taking, other mitigation
measures,and relationship
between reaches.

Minimize only

(1) Simulation

Making choiceswithin an
infinite set of
insurancestrategies
from a set descrip-

cost of

risk taking
through flood
insurance

tion of the
insurance scheme

Minimize

(1) Discrete

expectedvalue
of flood losses
and cost of
riei•

tai•ino

relation

Making choiceswithin a
givenset of prespecifiednonstructural (flood proofing)

enumeration
of costs and
benefits

in

•tra te•,ie.•

to

One optimal strategy
on premiums,discount
coefficients,and
initial capitalized
values

account for other

mitigation measures
and relationship
between reaches.

Relativesuperiority
of one strategy
on flood proofing.
Trade-off function

May not provide global
optimum. Difficulties
in deriving society's
preferenceto determine

between expected

oDtimum on the trade-

value

Oil

o•

r•enents

anci risk.

floodplain land

May not provide global
optimum. Does not

lunctlon.

t•oc:s

not

account for other

use or flood

mitigation measures
and relationship

proofing
(2) Quadratic
programming
and related

techniques

Making choiceswithin
an infinite set of
nonstructural(land
use)strategiesfrom
a set description
where relationships
are quadratic or
approximatedto

One optimal strategy
on pattern of land
use(spatial and intertemporal).Trade-off
function between
expectedvalue of
benefits and risk.

linear

between reaches.
Elicitation of variancecovariance matrix.
Difficulties in deter-

mining society'srisk
aversion factor to

determine optimum
trade-off function.
Does not account for

other mitigation
measures and relation-

ship between reaches.
Minimize only
expectedvalue
of flood losses
in relation to
structural
measures and

land use and/or
flood proofing

FrameworkDealing With Structural and NonstructuralMeasures
(1) Discrete
Making choicewithin a
Relative superiority
enumeration
of
of one or more
given set of precosts and
specifiedstrategies
strategiesinvolving
which combine
structural and nonstructural measures

benefits

(2) Linear
programming

Making choiceswithin
an infinite set of

land usestrategies
for prespecified
strategieson
structural

(3) Dynamic
programming

measures

and flood proofing
and/or land use
Relative superiority
of one strategyon
structural

measures
and land use

measures

Making choiceswithin
an infinite

structural

set

of strategies
combiningland use
and structural

May not provide global
optimum. Does not
account for cost of

risk taking and
relationshipbetween
reaches.

May not provide global
optimum. Does not account for cost of

risk taking and
relationshipbetween
reaches.

One optimal strategyon
pattern of land use
implying also level
of structural

May not provide global
optimum. Does not
account for cost of

risk taking.

protection

measures

Minimize

expected value
of flood losses
and cost of

risk taking in
relation to
structural
measures and

(1) Discrete
enumeration
costs and
benefits

of

Making choiceswithin
a givenset of preselectedstrategies

Relative superiority
strategieson invest-

account for other

which combine
structural
measures
and flood
insurance

ment in structural
measures and in-

mitigation measures
and relationship

surancepremiums
through a costsharingformula

between

of one or more

May not provide global
optimum. Does not

reaches.
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TABLE 1. (continued)
Potentials

of the Framework

Objectiveof the
Framework

flood insurance

and/or land
use

Type of Framework

Type of ProblemSolved

Type of SolutionGiven

Framework Dealing With Structural and NonstructuralMeasures(continued)
One optimal strategy
(2) Classical
Making choicesfrom an
on investment in
optimization
infinite set of
structural measures
strategiescombining
structural mearures
and flood insurance

(3) Linear and

Problems Associated With
the Framework

Not applicablewith
complexproblems.
Does not account for

and insurance

other mitigation

premiums

measures and rela-

definedby a mathe-

tionship between

matical

reaches.

function

One optimal strategyof

Making choicesfrom an

nonlinear

infinite set of

programming

strategiescombining
structual measures
and land use

the analysisof decisionspertaining to all other measuresof
flood mitigation. Such a procedureis suggestedto accommodate feasibly low insurancepremiums (see section2.2.2). Besides,as shown by Day [1969, 1970] and Kaul [1976], flood
proofingdecisionscan be readilyincorporatedas components
of land use decisions(see sections2.2.1 and 2.2.3). Hence the
formulation of a more adequateframework may require the
considerationof only structural measures,land use decisions,
and flood warning systems.
The type of framework required for a considerationof
structural,flood warning, and land use decisionsmay be approachedfrom an examinationof the specifictypesof frameworks (reviewedin section3): (1) discreteenumerationof costs
and benefits,(2) classicaloptimization,(3) replacementtheory,
(4) mathematical programming (involving linear programming, nonlinearprogramming,and relatedtechniques,(5) dynamicprogramming,and (6) simulationand search.
With the exceptionof replacementtheory, the above mentioned specifictypesof frameworksappearin all three broad
categoriesof frameworks(seeTable 1). However,as indicated
previously(in section3.2.1),the frameworkbasedon replacement theory may be incorporated into other specificframeworks for land usesuchas mathematicalprogramming.Of the
five remaining types of frameworks, discrete enumeration
should be disregardedbecauseof its inability to evaluate a
large number of flood mitigation strategies.Classicaloptimization shouldalso be disregardedbecauseof its inability to
deal with complex problems. The remaining frameworks,
namelymathematicalprogramming(involvinglinear and nonlinear programming),dynamic programming,and simulation,
possessthe advantageof permitting the evaluationof an infinite set of flood mitigation strategies,despite shortcomings
due to assumptionsand problems of dimensionality. The
above review also reveals that these three specifictypes of
frameworksare usefulfor the evaluationof specificflood mitigationmeasuresas listedbelow:
1. Either dynamicprogrammingor simulationis usefulfor
the evaluation of decisionspertaining to (1) structural measures(if nonlinear programmingalgorithmscapableof dealing
with high degreesof nonlinearityare unavailable),(2) land use
decisions,and (3) flood warning systems.
2. Linear programming is useful for evaluation of decisionspertainingto floodplainland useand flood proofingif
the cost of risk taking is ignored. Quadratic programmingor
linear approximationsto quadratic programmingare useful

Assumptionssuchas

investment in
structural measures
and land use

structural measures
affect land use and

not the reverse, and

floods definedthrough
only height.

for evaluation of such decisionsif the cost of risk taking is
accounted for.

Hence the formulation of a more adequateframework may
involve the formulation of an overall systemsframework
whichcombinesthe abovethree specifictypesof frameworks.
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